
Festive craft ideas for your personal occasion
Instructions No. 1750
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 5 Minutes

These self-designed invitation and menu cards are made in a very short time. They can therefore also be made in large quantities without
too much effort and still look noble and unique. The Watercolor optics and the natural cardboard are absolutely contemporary and look
very natural.

The crafting of the cards and the gift box is not only fun, it already prepares in a pleasant way for the important family celebration

Holiday cards from Kraft paper
To make the invitation or festive card look particularly noble on natural Kraft
paper paper, choose a craft paper with an effect Pearl-in your personal
favourite colour 
Take a sheet and Paper from Scrapbook blockcut a sheet Pearl-Paper about
5 mm smaller than the size of the card 

Invitation card with Jute ribbon 
The Pearl Handicraft paper is first stuck to the front of the double card. The
motives "dove", "fish" and "chalice" are stamped. Take the Clear Stamp motif
silicone stamp, place it on the holder and stamp the motifs on coloured
Paper. 

Cut the motifs into small square cards. Now tie a jute ribbon around the front
part of the double card and close it with a small decorative bow. The cut
motif cards are glued Glue pads onto the ribbon with 3D. Then the card is
labeled 

Classically beautiful 
In addition to the double card from and Kraft paper the noble cover page in
Pearl-Optics only a piece of a Organza ribbon, small cross as an accessory
for sticking on and a black calligraphy pen. This Organza ribbon is wrapped
around the cover card, fixed on the back with glue. As soon as this is fixed on
the nature card, the small cross is glued on as an eye-catcher. Test the
writing and message on a notepad and then write on the card.

Holiday cards with watercolor effect
The beautiful watercolour effect on the cards is created with a simple blob

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/scrapbook-block-structure-pearl-2-a121665/


of paint. The paint simply Paper drips on the drop. Blow the liquid paint in
different directions. The noses and color blobs dry on the white card or
envelope to the individual color gradients.

Gift box in blue
The personal gift will go down particularly well in an attractive Watercolor
chip box. For this purpose, the box with Watercolour painted and then simply
decorated with something and Jute ribbon accessories 

The gift tag "Just for you" is made with Raysin casting compound: Casting
powder is mixed with water, poured into the casting mould "Pendant round",
let it harden for about 20 minutes. The mould can then be removed and
marked. Please also read the 1552 "Basic Casting Design Instructions".

A small present for the guest
Prepare a treat for your guests and give away a little something on the festive day. The gift folding box
will be delivered with the festive decoration in Pearl-Optics and Paper-accessories decorated.

Article number Article name Qty
716529 VBS Folding box "Gift box", 25 pcs. 1
714136-02 Creative Accessories "Cross"Silver 1
717090 Clear Stamp holder, set of 3 1
418706 Satin ribbon "Pastel 10 mm", set of 5 pieces of 3 m 1
658324-80 Textile felt, 45 x 30 cmWhite 1
755283-03 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", glossyTraffic white 1
537476-01 Double cards with envelopes "DIN long", 50 piecesWhite 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/reeves-watercolours-12-bowls-a148442/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/grundanleitung-giess-design-t1831/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/vbs-folding-box-gift-box-25-pcs-a146618/


485555-01 Casting powder "Raysin 100", white1 kg 1
562171-02 edding 753 "Gloss varnish-Marker Calligraphy"Silver 1
567206-02 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,0 mm, 400 pieces 1
542708-07 Staz-On Stamp padStone Grey 1
460125 VBS Jute ribbon, 3 mm 1
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